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..' FIRE CONTROL NOTES
APRIL 12, 1937

Foreslry cannot restore the Amencan heritage at naturaJ resources if the
appalling u'GSloge by.fire contInues. This publication will serve as a cha"",eJ
through which creatl'l;e developments In management and technology may

flow to and frotn every umreer In the field at torest fire control.

RETARDER METHOD IN DROPPING SUPPUES
FROM PLANES

LAGE W ER:'I STEDT

Enqvneer, Keqvan 0

Where ground transportation systems have been highly developed and
where topography is favorable to fast movement, air delivery of sup
plies may seem relatively unimportant, I.n many J.>arts of f?rested ._'\mer
ica. however, package dropping from airplanes 15, and WIll continue to
be, a vast aid in equipping and supplying fire crews. The experimental
work in Region 1 employed free descent and the work in Region 4 de
veloped the loose package method (described by Supervisor Shank 111

Issue No.1), which gave the fabling body more air resistance. Carry
ing on from these inspiring efforts Region 6 last fall undertook to de
velop the possibilities of lowering heavier units and reducing wastage.
These results were achieved largely through more completely rctardC'd
descent. and the devices used are Improvised and can be made uv
quickly anywhere. Here are methods which call he employed generally.
without elaborate preparation.

Early in August a few dropping tests were made near Winthrop. Wash.,
in the presence of NIr. Headley of the Washington office and 11r. Camp
hell of Region 6. Both the tight package method of Region 1 and the so
called loose package method which originated in Region 4 were tried out
on a limited scale.

About 50 per cent of the weight and more than .50 per cent of the bulk
of the packages are taken up by the packaging material used in the tight
package method. In this method the bundles are wrapped in a quantity of
excelsior and heavily roped canvas. These bundles ~re then dropped free.
III the loose package method a small quantity of supplies is discharged in
loosely tied gunny sacks or other larger sacks. The loose flapping end of
the sack offers a certain amount of resistance and the packages land with
less impact. In general there was a considerable loss in the packages put up
hy the Region 1 method. With the loose package method the loss was very
small. A restricted number of items in small amounts only were tried. out,

On the recommendation of Mr. Headley. Reg-ion 6 later undertook tc
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carry out further tests with a view to ascertaining if other items than those
already tried could be dropped successfully, if larger quantities could be
dropped, and in general if a better method of dropping could be developed.
These tests were carried out during the month of October at Pearson
Field, Vancouver, Wash., using a 7-place Traverl~ir cabin plane. Field
tests were also carried out in dense woods near Vancouver. All these tests
were made at sea level, and it would be necessary to make further field
tests at high altitudes in order to make sure that the results are applica
hie to ordinary field conditions.

The tests were very successful and developed the fact that it is not only
possible but easy and simple to drop every sort of supplies and equipment
in substantial quantities with sufficient accuracy to be readily found by the
ground crew, and to do so without any loss or damage whatever to either
supplies, equipment, or containers.

The idea followed up was to retard the speed of the load. and in some
instances to pack the articles so that there would be no impact from other
articles placed on top of them. Various retarding surfaces, such as de
scribed in the attached tabulation, were tried out, each possessing some
advantages. All these devices, except for very light items which are best
dropped in a loose sack. with or without another loose sack or two trailing
behind, pointed to the conventional chute as providing the best combination
n f desirable properties in the way 0 f efficiency. compactness, strength, low
cost. ease of making, ease of discharging, uniformity of drift and ease of

recovery.

The standard chute selected is made of a burlap wool sack. opened up
and tied in the four corners to shrouds 17 feet long. A wool sack was se
lected because such sacks are cheap and can generally be obtained in all
small towns near the western national forests. When opened up the sack
forms a sheet of suitable size. Burlap by the yard or gunny sacks split open
and sewed together '" as to form approximately a 7-foot by 7-foot sheet
would serve the purpose as well. This chute will lower 100 pounds of some
items, compares in efficiency per square foot with other chutes-such

. chutes, for instance. as are used by the Army-can ,be made in less than
five minutes. costs about 40 cents. and may be used repeatedly.

The loads dropped consisted almost 100 per cent of supplies. the packag-
. ;llg material used being negligible both in weight and bulk. Since the loads
are so compact. it is possible to load the airplane to its full load capacity,
leaving a small space only for the dropper. Following is a description of
airplane. chute. method of packina va -ious items. the pilot's and the
dropper's business. etc.'. and tabulation of tests. with diagrams .•
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Equipment

The airplane should be a high wing cabin monoplane with the door
preferably, but not necessarily, back of the wingstruts, and the door
should be removed. All chairs, except the pilot's seat, should also be re

moved.

The chute, as illustrated by Fig. I, should be made from a wool sack.
The seam along one side is opened up by untying the thread at the end
which frees the thread and opens the entire seam. The sack is cut at the
hottorn and spread out. It then forms a sheet about 6;/' feet by 77,4 feet,
....ontaining close to 50 square feet.

The shrouds are made preferably of clothesline or sash cord, each
shroud 17 feet long and tied with a slip knot around the corner" which
is folded single oyer a short stick of wood about 2 inches long. 7\~0 cor
ner made in this way ever tore. The shrouds are tied together about 1
foot to 2 feet from the end. the remaining foot or two being used for tying
loads, If the shrouds are made of twisted material they have a tendency
to tangle up, especially if new rope is used. If rope is. used, the size should
I.. e ahout % inch.

In order to be able to spot the load easier a chrome yellow streamer is
firmly attached to the top of the chute with blanket pins, or it may be
sewed on with a sack needle through two or three thicknesses. The
streamer should be from" to 6 inches wide and from 30 to 50 yards long,
and should be made out of material easily ripped into ribbons. A good
material is percale or cambric. The cost is from 10 to 19 cents a yard as
"':-;!:I by the bolt. One bolt will make several streamers. \Vhere a band saw
is available the bolt is readily cut into streamers already rolled up and
ready to use. Note that one cut will make two streamers rolled up together,
since the fabric in the bolt is folded once. The bolt can probably be cut
with a fine-tooth hand saw also, if placed between two boards. It saves
work to use the bolt as it comes rather than ripping the cloth into ribbons,
each of which would then have to be rolled up by hand. In open country
a shorter streamer would be satisfactory, or the streamer could be dis
pensed with entirely. In heavy timber and underbrush a long streamer is
necessary, and the bolt cf material as purchased contains just about the
right yardage.

The chute is stretched ort Aat and the two upper corners are brought
together at the middle of the lower side. The sides of the chute are then
folded but not rolled together. in the manner shown by Fig. I, the folds
being not unlike the folds of an umbrella. In this manner the air is free to
open a channel through the middle. All corners are brought together at
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Fig. 1 Bring comers 1 together.

Pick up comers at points 2, 3, " and 5
and fold as indicated.

Fig. 2. Method .of packing canned goods.
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.;;i~{same place. As now folded it will :'-'-'9.. ~ space of about 18ly ~O
:~::~5nches. \Vith the streamer placed at r:e =:!Q 2.:)..:' the shrouds lined out on
-"0rth~ ground without crossing each othe-, ±e ci:n::e. streamers, shrouds, and
.: ;"~~an, are now roIled up, beginning at '6= mp ~d ending with the shrouds.

': ,·<-E"-It should not be rolled tightly. The lc;-~i is :i:e:o tied to the chute and the

J~'.~~}~hute is placed on top of the load rea-=:- :0 .mbrge. ..

:~:"f\ :>'~..;" Care should be taken to use strong ~e!'""....al azd substantial ties, for the
,}.r ..,...;-. .chute will open up with a violent sc;.;. As r0TIed up the chute forms a

,",. ""l" ...

:~ef,<' . bundle about 6 by 18 inches. N ane of :::",e c::;::,,; ever failed to open with
the packs as described later. This chute lli~ loaded up to 100 pounds,
but then falls about twice as fast as "':-:en :c.aced with 50 pounds. Loads
in excess of 100 pounds would be di.-::...:uit fc.... me dropper to handle, so
1I0ne were tried. It is probable that' lOO-pond sack of grain 'or other
similar material slipped into another ~c. larger sack, such as a, mail sack.
will land successfully and stand the '.-::?ac:. but this was not tried. Ordi
narily not over 50 pounds of supplier should Oe lowered. The folding of
the chute does not have to be done w:::-. any ~:-=a.t care. But keep in mind
that it must be made to open as fre- as P()s~:Jle with the inrush of air
I hrough the middle.

The Pilot and the Dropper

The pilot's business is to approach the target while heading directly
into the wind. After each load has been discharged the pilot should com

mence to turn so that the dropper may watch each bundle as it lands with
out getting too far away from the place. It is particularly important that
the pilot pass directly over the target. The pilo ordinarily cannot see the
target when close to it or on top of it without side slipping, which is not
advisable, since he is then not only losing elevation. but the loads also have
a tendency to pass under the fuselage and may foul the tail surfaces. The
pilot must, therefore, approach the targer from some distance back so
that he can get lined up.

The dropper watches the target, and the pilot notes his course and
watches his altimeter so as to keep hi, elevation the same throughout. The
general wind direction may be ascertained in various ways-from infor
mation obtained from nearby lookouts before taking off, from the direc
tion of travel of cloud shadows, from putting the airplane on.different
courses on the way out and noting on what course there is no dri ft, and
from a smudge on the ground. which should always be built by the ground
crew. The final wind direction and its force is ascer-tained from the drift
o f tl.e pilot load and chute, as explainer! later.

The dropper's business is to watch the target. drop the loads and map
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the landing of each load. After the ship is unloaded he will drop this in
formation to the ground crew. He will also correct the pilot's flying. It
is 'absolutely essential that the dropper be equipped with one of the more
expensive grades of goggles and a helmet. If not, he will stand a chance of
seriously injuring his eyes from particles of oil, as well as air, driven into
his face. The dropper is tied to a lineman's belt and strap, secured forward
to a structural member of the fuselage. The strap should be adjusted just
long' enough so that he may stick his head out comfortably through. the

door while leaning against the belt or the front door jamb.

Dropping

The dropper first discharges a pilot load in order to ascertain the accu
rate direction and force of tl.e wind. This load may consist of a chute
loader! with a sack of gravel weighing about 30 pounds, or may consist of
" gunny sack with a 2- to 3-pound load in it and tied at the top. The chute
load is the best. All chute loads will land in about the same place if dis
charged directly over the same spot; and. in a slight breeze. flying at 500
Feet. will land close to the target. if di!'chargeo directly above it.

The dropper. standing at the door opening. watches the target, and when
lie is directly over the target discharges the pilot load. He uses the door
jamb against which he leans as a sight to determine when he is directly
over the target. The next load he drops over a point which is the same dis
ranee from the target on the opposite side from where the load landed:

There are different variations to doing this.

Probably the simplest method is as follows: The pilot. as previously ex
plained. has ascertained the approximate wind direction and brings the
rnrger directly to the windward. He then heads for the target. The dropper
drops the pilot load when directly over the target. The pilot then starts
turning to permit the dropper to watch the load land without getting too
far away. The load mayor may not land in the direction of the approach
:.0 the targ-et. hut may land to one side. The dropper looks over the ground
and estimates tl-at the line from load to target and the tine of approach
form a 30-degree angle. for example. Next time the ship should approach
the target from a point half way between the load and the line of first ap
proach. The dropper now tells the pilot to aooroach the target more from
II'e north. or whatever the direction may be. by 15 de!!rees in this case. The
dropper drops the second load when he reaches a point which is on the
other side of the target and as far from the tarzet as the pilot load is. He
rl-en uses this point Jor a 5econnarv tarvet for all other toads. unless he
tbioks tbat he could improve the accuracy by repeating the operation a

second time.
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The following diagram explains this procedure:. ,

J.,

-;

. .- I.

I'ilot load

A

-.....:::.-~c<:W.o
~ Co(,__

~..J'..... """<; "'1',0;
co4j> ~-?a.,ct'

""""~~
""

I
F irst course of approach as indicated on diagram. .
A-Target and point of discharge of pilot load. .
B-Momentum took pilot load to point B.
C-Wind carried pilot load from point B to point C. where

it landed. .

'.

Second course of approach as indicated on diagram.
This is half way over towards C.
D-Point of discharge of second load.
. This point of discharge is about the same distance from'

the target as the distance to the load from the target,
';econd load' or DA-AC.

E-Point to which momentum carried the second load.
EA-Wind carried second load from E back to target at A,

same distance as wind carried the first load from B
to C.

BC and EA indicate the direction of the wind.

If the pilot was correct in his first approach, which is shown by the load
landing directly in the line of flight, there is no call for any correction. and
all that the dropper has to do is to pick out a secondary target on the other
side of the first target. The pilot and the dropper should read over the in
structions for dropping before taking off.

The dropper takes hold of both the load and the chute with one hand
and discharges both at the same time by pushing them out and down. "If
the load is heavy he may have to help it along by an additional shove with
his foot. If very heavy he may set the load partly outside. nearly balanc
ing it on the edge of the door opening, from which position it may easily
he tipped over for discharge.

The loads all act with surprising uniformity ..and there should be little
trouble of coming within 200 feet of the target. Towards the end of these
tests few loads landed more than 50 to 75 feet from the target, and there
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were J. few bulls-eves. while discharging from 500 feet. It may be neces
sary at times, depending on the topography. to drop from 1,000 feet or
more. In such a case a greater distance between target and load must he
expected,

The loads should be numbered and marked, and the dropper should
make a small diagram showing the north and south directions and local
features, and should plot the position of each load on this map. He should
drop this information to the ground crew in a weighted streamer before
leaving. Although two or three loads may be dropped simultaneously, it is
believed better practice not to do so, as the dropper may then not have

time to spot every load.

The reason why chutes have not been used more extensively in the past
is perhaps because it was thought that the chutes would catch in trees. were
expensive or difficult to make. and that the drift would be too great and
uncertain. Chutes do occasionally land in the tops of trees. Out of 17
loads discharged over dense woods. one landed in the top of a tree. which
had to be climbed. More frequently they land on the lower branches, from
which they may be pulled down directly or by throwing a weig-hted line
through the shrouds or over the load. Out of 17 loads, 3 landed in this

wav.

Owing to the relatively small area of the chute as compared to the dis
tance between trees, and also because of the tendency of the shrouds to
push the chute away from the branches. most loads land on the ground.
The dropper can easily see when a load lands in the top of a tree, as the
trailer is conspicuous from the air. and he can throw down a pair of tree
climbers if necessary. The tree could. of course, also be cut down.

From what has been said already, it is evident that the chute is simple
10 make and that it is inexpensive. and t!'.at the drift of the load, be it

1:t -ee or small. offers no problem.

In order to be able to pull the load off the trees more readily a line was
lied underneath some loads. Where this line was weighted it sometimes
caught, hoisting the weight up until it jammed. If the line is not weighted
it may at times be helpful. but its value is somewhat doubtful.

Particularly heavy or fragile articles may be lowered in a larger chute
or in a cluster of chutes looking something like toy balloons. This method
of tying the chutes was tried with groups of two and three chutes and

worked well.

When two chutes were tied in tandem through a hole in the lower chute
the upper chute never opened, so this method does not seem to work. It is
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also more bother to arrange the chutes in this way. ' \,

There is, of course, a limit both to the weight that a man can handle
and the bulk that he can get out through the door. This door opening usu
ally is from 26 to 28 inches wide, and one should figure on having about
3 inches clearance on each side, which limits the width of the load to about
22 inches.

A dropper must be sure not to let go of the chute until the load is sure
to go also. Failure to observe this precaution may cause the chute to catch
on the tail surfaces and wreck the ship. All chutes and loads used cleared
the tail nicely, with plenty of room to spare.

Packing: Kinds and Amounts

I. Canned goods

The smaller the cans the more impact they will stand. Cans up to
No.2Y, were tried out, but No.2 is probably 'the best can to use.
The cans are placed on a square board, standing. as many as the
board will hold. The largest board used was 22x22xJi inches ply
wood board. Use only a single layer of cans.

The group of cans are tied around tightly with twine and will form
'a more or less circular group. A loose and somewhat smaller board
is placed on top of, the group, The package is then tied up to
gether tightly across the sides. The edges of the boards are notched
in the middle so the cord will not slip. The package is then sus
pended flat to the chute.

A 22x22-inch board with corners trimmed off. so as to catch'less air
and thus increase the efficiency of the chute. will hold about 34
No, 2 cans, weighing approximately 50 pounds. A l2xl2-inch
board will hold approximately 9 No.2 cans. weighing about 13
pounds. Where no plywood is available, a square board larger
than 12xl2 inches can be made up by nailing slats across smaller
boards.

2. Fresh meat, ham, bacon

Place each item in a sack and all together in a gunny sack suspended
flat, if heavy. and tied across the ends and the sides. Load up to
50 pounds.

3. Dry foods. such as sugar, salt, rice, spaghetti, beans. raisins. rolled
oats, prunes, apples, dry vegetables, etc.

These will stand a considerable impact, and it is a question of bulk
rather than weight which determines the maximum load.
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Place each item in separate small sack and load in box, carton, or
gunny sack suspended flat, with the more susceptible articles on

top. Do not pack very deep.

4. Pickles alia preserves m glass Jars

Place several l cpint jars, each jar standing and well wrapped in flour
sacks or similar material on a board and load same as canned"
goods. Attach a bread shock-pad underneath. This pad is made of
loaves of bread sliced and put into a sack side to side. The sack is
then drawn up tight and tied to pack underneath.

Largest load tried was 8 jars, weighing 22 pounds. The bread will

probably not be damaged .

.i. Bread-sliced (white)
Place bread in carton, gunny sack. or box, and lower flat. 1£ in gunny

sack put each group of three loaves in small sack and all in gunny
sack, with a board under or inside the sack so the rope will not

squeeze the contents when chute opens.

A sack full of bread (white, sliced) may also be lowered in a gunny
sack suspended flat and tied in three places to the end of a wool
sack as is, the wool sack serving as a trailer without chute.

6. Fresh vegetables-cabbage, cauliflower" lettuce, radishes; carrots,

turnips, onions, etc.

Put each head or bundle in small sack and place all in a gunny sack
suspended flat. Pack lettuce on top of the rest. If a board is used
underneath it will prevent rope from cutting into contents. The
sack will hold about 35 pounds. Do not pack very tight.

7. Spuds
Lower a 5D-pound sack flat. There may be a slight breakage, but the

spuds can all be used.

8,. Oranges and grapefruit
These were only tried in flat 12xl8x4-ioch and 12x24x4-inch boxes.

Oranges used were small and hard.

9. Butter
2-1-pound packages of butter. not in tins, was lowered in a 28-inch

braced gunny sack, but can be lowered in flat box. Do not lower

over 10 pounds at one time.
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. r;i;nuee pounds of bulk lard was put in paper wrapper and in small
2t".ci:. sack. all in gunny sack tied at end-no chute. Can be lowered in
:;~ y~:/ tins packed as tinned goods.

."ili.'·Coffee and cocoa
... ,. ,", ,

f.'.: . , Pack same as tin cans, but put small sack around each item.
" ,,\~

0"i!.1'i Eggs
.~:,·".~_:i-;f Nine dozen eggs were placed in a half crate box used for packing
': ;.~~ eggs on horseback. The rest of the box was filled on top with rags .•

Eggs were packed with ordinary separators and cells. Lowered
with eggs on end and a bread pad under the load. It is probable
that the full half crate. or 15 dozen, could have been lowered with
out damage. Load was 18 pounds with box.

It is probable that lowering eggs may at times prove disappointing.
On the other hand. it may well be that the old hen has never been
given sufficient credit for the lopsided sturdiness of her product.

13. /Vater in Osborne rubber bags
Fill two bags half full of water and put them side by side in flat box.

Bags should each be in a knapsack and lie flat. Weight about 45
pounds.

H. Osborne rubber bags-empty
Put several bags in a gunny sack tied at top and discharge.

15. Water, gasoline, or other liquids

Use a heavy type 3-gallon milk can with conical throat. Fill to the
cone and suspend in rope harness with spacing twine tied between
and to ropes to prevent ropes crossing bottom from sliding off.
Tie around top also. Fit a board in space between flange and bot
tom. 'INeight 32 pounds, can included.

16. Matches
Put each box of matches in a small sack and put a few of these into

a gunny sack tied at top. Discharge without chute.

17. 6-",an cooking outfit (standard)

Place the kit on a board with bread pad underneath. Weight 27
pounds .

18. 5-gaIl0l' tins or single kettles
Place each can in a gunny sack tied at top. Tie all the sacks together

in a circle, spaced about 1 foot and discharge without chute.

.-



Leave lantern 111 original container or place in box .padd,ed with
rags. Stant! on board with, bread pad underneath, Weight 11
pounds. Put box of mantles insi4." .box, The chute will probably
lower two lanterns without damage.

20. Propane gas tank

Place in rope harness with spacer twine between and tie around top.
Suspend standing up. Weight 33 pounds•

• 21. Shovels

Take a 6-shovel bundle and suspend at point of balance. Weight 23
pounds. The chute should lower one dozen shovels without trouble.

22. D. B. axes
Take a 6-axe bundle with axes standing in standard box protecting

bits. Pad between bits and also between bits and top of box. Sus
pend, handles up, by rope around bottom of box leading up
through handles and tied around top of handles. Weight 37
pounds. The chute will probably take care of one dozen.

23. Six-foot saws
Put hose around cutting edge and tie hose to saws. Put two saws on

top of a board bolted to them through handle holes. Suspend saws
level and flat in a bridle tied to each end. Board should be wider
and longer than saws. Discharge by putting one end of package
out edgeways and downward about two feet and give final shove

when over point of discharge.

2-1-. Axe handles, etc.
A gunny sack filled with axe or hoe handles may be discharged di

rectly without chute from a moderate altitude. If over 300 feet

use chute.

19. Gas lanterns . '
"k

2j. Emergency rations
A sack full of emergency rations suspended flat should land without

trouble, although this has not been tried.. -,

26. A few don'ts
a. Do not use wire hooks for attaching bundles. They straighten out

too easily and cut and rip too much ..
b. Do not discharge a bundle if pilot passes to one side of the target.

Wait till riext time. .' ..
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c. Do,notfail to drop a pilot chut~ first. lt furnishes all the inf£ma

tion needed for a good aim.

d. Do not be too much in a hurry. Spot every load. Five or 10 min
utes' extra time spent on dropping may save the ground crew
some time in searching and the dropper his reputatio,n.

e. Do not let go of tlic clnite until you are sure that the load 1vill
also go.

lt is probable that these methods may be improved and enlarged
upon by further tests or by experience in the field, but it is believed
that field men can be guided by the present information so that
they may use 'their own judgment when discharging unusual items,
or items not mentioned, or solving some particular dropping prob
lem. It would be particularly desirable to make further tests on
dropping radios.
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Fig. 3. Woolsack. Double ender. Efficient
but a little inconvenient to handle

Fig. 4. Braced burlap. Piece of burlap stretched by two
sticks. Efficient but difficult to discharge. Bulky

Fig. 5. Braced gunnysack. Efficient but small capacity.
Difficult to discharge when sticks too long. Bulky.
Sack is split down to point 1.
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broken ;

4 wrap-

I
AlI wrappers
bread OK

'IAII I~rcad OK;
pen intact,

'14-10-111. loaves bread (1 wheat)
sliced

I
J-I -l iJ. loaves ill 50-Ill. sack
3-1-lb. toavesln 50-tb. sack
All in gunny sacks, tied loosely

I
Bread
sliced .

I
Br ead.
sliced

1

28" braced
sack

I
Gunny sack
free

TABULATION OF DROPPING T1ISTS

(Italics denote approved method)

"

2.0

6

6

.....

I" I

I" I
3.0500

500

',' , ,
. ,

Drop • ~rea T!me Load Ip~~(1 Hetarder Kind 11ucri\l1ioll of IUPTllica and how Illu:lted Condition ah.r landin.Retarder on
Ft. Sq. Ft. Sec. Lb!. Sq. Ft.

500 3.5 11 10 0.29 34" braced Bread. W·11I. loaves. sliced, 3 rye. 7 wheat All wrappers hroken ; an
sack sliced in good condition except

I rye, some slices broken

500

I
4.5

I
9

I
12

I
0.27 '1"0" braced \Milk

12 doz. small cans in .flut 12"xI8"x4" I can dented but not leak-
sack box, no top. with partition. Cans in ing : all others OK

single layer. Box not wired, , , ,

,
500 I 5 I 20

I IFree !watcr II Osborne rubber bag half full oflBursted into shreds
water in knapsack

500 I I
7

I
20 I IFree rater \1 Osborne rubber bag half full of Bursted into shreds -water. no knapsack

500

I
18

I
IGunny.sack 1M atebes II box matches in lO-lh. sack in l00-lh.IOK

free gunny sack

500 19 Gunny sack Matches 3 boxes matches eack in 5-lb. sack. all I box on fire but went
free ill l00-Il,. gunlly sack out; 2 boxes intact OK.

Suggestion: May tie an-
other sack trailer to it.

500 6.2 18 3.2 45" braced Bread. 12 10·11J. loaves bread, sliced. packed Sua-lap slipped on stick at
burlap sliced in a square cardboard case suspended one corner and retarder

by wire hook from burlap. in middle. did not work pr'!jUlY.
Box tied around. IBox bnrsted afi· an

.wrappers broken, but
bread OK

iii



_. ..
Area Time LO:1I1

1...:,,1
Drop il{etarJer in per Ihtanh:r I Kiml
.t. Load Sec. Lbs. Sq. Ft.---

500 9 9 15 1.6 10" round I~lilk
IlltIrlap chute
;1 shrouds
Burlap
-louble

----_._._._- ... --. _..~,---,.-.

COIl,litiull aft .. r 11llltliligDescripricn of SUIII,lic,. ;11,,1 huw Jlad...-d

Single layer potatoes ill 12"x24":s:4"!Out of 36 potatoes, 3
hox with c partition. Some sawdust ill bursted. :\11 OK
bottom. Box suspended flat.

8--1-lh. cans milk ill 12"x18"x4" box 2 calls ill tubes leaking;
with c partition." 4 ill mailing tubes 2 more badly dented, but
lying Oil side, 2 standing. 2 on side. OK; 2 standing. OK; 2
No top to box. Suspended flat, tied ill on side dented, but OK;
J places so as to spread trailer. bottom of box cracked

some

I Osborne rubber bag ill knapsaCk\KnapSaCk bursted III

,2 gals. water ill 34" braced sack seam on side; rubber bag
and water OK. Sugges
tion: 2 Osborne bags half
full in flat box in stand.
chute

.~o small milk cans in 40"x8"x3" box. Chute pulled out the sta
Milk in a row inside 2 cartIlH,anllu!Jes. pies from which box was
15 in each tube, .loose board on top of S\1spl'IHlcd and box fell
Lox. burlap tied around. Box sus- Irce. Nails pulled partly
pendcd flat hy twine tied to staples out or Lox. hut hoards nut
ill box (holes arc better, hut best way hrokcu and box held lo
is to tic the Lox around with twine gethl'r, Tubes OK; 1 can
across the four sides) bursted, 2 cans leaking

slightly; all other cans
dcntl'd, hut contents OK

~'Wk

(I talics denote approved nu tbod )

2-sack
trailer

l4" braced [Water
sack

Trailer madelP t
out of 2 n atocs
~lIl1ny sacks
in.tandem

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

4.5

8

16

II

9

9

3.5

500

500

500-el



Drop
Area lime

Load
LUlUI

Retarder in "« Returder KitHI Description of aupptle.s ami how packed Ccudutou after 1ilIHlilll{
Ft. Load Soc. Lbs. SCI. Fl.

500 13 11 18 1.4 -tS"x45" Assorted II cans, mostly No 2 and some tall 2 ~o 2 raspberry OK; 1
(22) (1.7 ) -shroud cans No.1 cans III lZ"x18"x4" box sus- Karo OK; 1 lb. chocolate

bur-lap chute pended flat. Only I layer of cans, all alight dent, OK; 1 No. Z

, ?tanding up. . peas OK; 1 No.2 peas.
..

"I
' . slight dent, OK;.2 tall

. peach OK; 2 tal1 .peach, " ,dented, OK; 2 No.2 corn,,, , dented (1 badly) OK;.- ..
llox'OK

500 : 9 2 Gunny sack I"ard 3 lbs. Jard in paper wrapper in 25 lb. Paper wrapper broken,
free sack in gunny sack. OK. .Suggestion ; 4·5 Ibs.

. . : packed the same way ..

. .
:1 loaves loose at .tcpend500 16 Wool-sack Bread 1 doc. louues bread ill gUIlny sack sus-

trailer ( white) pC'lldcd flat under uioot-sack trailer of load. wrappers broken.
sliced tied in 3 places at one end. Bread OK; I loaf in single sack,

flocked as shown next column. ; OK; 2 .loaves in single
'. ., ..;".' sack, wrappers broken,

OK; 3 loaves in single
sack.. wrappers broken,
OK -; 3 loaves.in 1 sack,
wrappers broken." OK.

_. _. All bread OK.'

500 3 18 2 0.7 28" braced Butter 1 lb. butter in wrapper, whole pounds. OK; . wrappers not
sunny sack 1 lb. butter' in cardboard box in y.flb. broken; shape retained.

each full pounds in small sack put into Suggestion: Try 3 lbs.
2W' braced sack. ,

'ii

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(I talics denote approved method}

-. o,:J1'.:,W"..;f::''''~'''-" ,.. "'~' --
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TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(I talics denote approved method)
--

Drop
::-Area Time La,. LO,.

Rc mrder
Conetition after landi{lg

Retarder In po< Kinll Description of aupplie s and how packed
Ft. Sq. Ft. S~.

Lb... Sq. Ft.

2Z 40 1.8 Wool-sack, Sawdust 2-20-lb. sacks of sawdust suspenderI Chute worked OK and

double flat, one on each end of wool-sack, not opened up well in a half

ender opened. Loads tied in 3 places so as to circle with load on each
keep chute flat. Suggestion: In this end. Quite effective.
kind of chute. sticks of wood should Chutes used later, how-
he tied to ends of sack to keep it flat. ever. are easier to bendlc

and discharge ._--

600 13 12.5 1.0 4S"x45H Assorted 10 cans on a board: twine tied around 3 tall apple butter uK; 1

(15) (1.1 ) burlap cans the group. No bus-lap Of sack. Bund-Ie tall apple butter slight

4-shroud tied around and suspended flat. Board dent, OK j 1 t('_~1 peas OK;

chute 12"x14"; lZy,i-lb. cans, 2}1-lb. hoard I tall tomato slight dent,
OK; 1 tall tomato OK;
2 No.1 corn OK; 2 soup
OK. Suggestion: Board
should be 12"xlZ"

600 56 21 19 0.34

ff.W f-" 6-tllllJl I"it. 5 loaves 0/ bread ill a sack Brear" which had been

25 0.45 square chut, standard drawn fairly tight was tied underneath dropped before. remained

made-of 2 cooking as a plld. All set into (J gtmny sack. OK. Cooking kit without

lengths of outfit 9O"x90" clmte. any dent at all anywhere,
.IS"ll11rlap Perfect. OK.

sewed
together . '.

,
-

a;
~



TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(I talics denote approved method)

'Wool-sack IAssorted
double calls
ender

Condition afte r landingUeacr-iptrou uf supplies and how packed

32 assorted cans packed 011 end in two ltox ~o. 1:"
12"xlR"x4" boxes, cadi with a c par- 1 No 2 peach badly dent
tition and hung from each end of a ed, OK: 1 dam sligh
wool-sack. flat. One hung bv wire dent OK; 1 small milk
hook, other by twine througli holes OK; 2 small milk sligh
bored in the four sides of the box. dent, OK; 1 No.2 pears
Each box in a gunny sack, tied tightly. opened up; 4 small milk
No top on boxes. We'ght of cans 25~ OK; I small milk dented
Ihs.. weight of boxes 8 Ibs; total .13 OK; 11311 peaches. slight
Ihs. Some burlap in bottom of hoxcs.ly dented, OK; 1 Log
Somes of the milk had been dropped Cabin slight dent. OK.
he fore. 1 LoR' Cabin OK.

Box No.2:
I No.2 pear dented. OK;
1 tall peaches, OK; 1
small milk (lprllrd uP .. 5
milk. OK; 1 No.2 peach
es, OK; 6 small milk
OK; 2 small milk dented.
OK; I clams alight dent.
OK. Out of 32 cans,' 2
lost. 'Note: This is an ef~

ficient retarder. hut no
so convenient to handle.

'';'1 .;....:.::~: -;!"\'r.';"'!~c:

KindRetarder

,"':l'"'''''~~t;;;;:&-'''''''''''"'''

,
1 Area Load

Drop Retarder
'J!me

Loadon p"
Ft. Sq. Ft. Sec. Lbs. Sq. Ft.

600 I 22 15 25.5 1.2
(33) 1.5

~
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TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(Italics denote approved method)

Drop
_ Area Time

Load Loaa
Retarder Condition after landin,Retarder in p" Kind Description of supplies and bow packed

Ft. Sq. Ft. See. Lb,. Sq. Ft.

500 30 24 0.8 5~'x5~' Assorted 19 assorted No.2 tins placed on a 17"x Some tins fell out high
chute No.2 cans 17"xH" plywood board. Group tied up with load upside down
-l-shroud around with twine. Board tied square before chute opened up

with tins on top and suspended. Chute and packag-e did not land
made of 4S"x67" burlap and one gunny properly. 5 cans fen 0\11

sack opened up and sewed onto it along and smashed; 14 cans
one edge, 4 shrouds as long as ding- OK; board OK. Sugges-
ooa!. tion : Put a board on top

to prevent Cans from fall-
ing out.

500 56 30 '0.55 9O"x9O" Fresh 30 Ibs. uegctebles. l'ach lurqe head of 3 cabbages OK; 3 lettuce
chute vegetables cabbage, cautiflouxr, lettuce in set-a- OK; 3 cauliflower OK;

rail' bag, mch bwndle radishes, carrots, 2 carrots OK; 2 turnips
elc" ill scrurotc fltl!J; till ill glllJlly sack OK; 3 radishes OK.
susprudrJ flat 10 4·shrolld 9O"x90" Board OK; no blemishes
bUrlllp chute llIadt' of 45" burlap, board whatever.
alollg side inside gUll")' sack, ShrlHfds
as IOllg tIS tlia!]lIlwl. .

500 13 18 11 0.8 4S"x45" Assorted 9 No.2 cans. On 12"x12"xji" plywood All. tins OK. no dents;
burlap chute No.2 cans boae-d suspended flat I hoard OK
4 shrouds

500 2 Gunnysack Pickles in 2 small glasses pickles, each ill sack 1 glass pickles OK; '1
free glass jars and wrapped ill cloth. All in loose tied glass pickles OK

gunny sack.
.-
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TABULATION Of DROPPING TESTS

(Italics denote approved method)

l'~ndl;ipn:afterlatidinlR '.
;, l' l .' ••• 1"

;-..

Description of aupplica and how packed'

21 ((/IIS No.2 OldB"XIBnxtf',PIY'WOOdIChute tore loose; pack
board. N early all of these .tins had fell free and only 8 badly
brrn dropped before. Suspended 1(ut dented cans left. J think
'in 6~·x7!4.~·1V(lol-sack ..4•.flJ.roud ch.utr. his was tied by canvas
(Uotlrds should ln: 17"x17" tenth small- webbing which broke
cr vU1Ir~)oosl'. ~'i 'top)., ""'. , :;. ::, whenchute opened.. . . .' .. ,'

30 </bs. dry foodstuffs, some i,,, cello- 5 lbs. :··-~-i~e•. cellopll:~;'l:e
:phalh'. Each iJem iu separate sack, all broke, OK; 3 lbs. spagIi" flat suspended g.m"y sack in wool- hettl ' broke, OK; ~ lbs.
I.~(l('k chute sugar, paper, broke, small

sackhad smallhole,' OK;
3 Ib5.:' spaghetti, cello
pharie. .; broke, OK; 5

.. ,.,'" beans, sack broke, OK;
.', -H'·, 2 pkas." raisins, OK; 1

pkg. shredded wheat, pkg.
, OK but contents pulver-

.', ized; dfbs. prunes, cello-
. phane broke. OK; fasten

ing to sack broke through
4" of hurlap and pkg. fell
free all the way; aU con
'tents OK except shredded
wheat.

.12-~ g;1. sq'nare tins filled.with''iY"ater/Tins and water OK.
nearly ,full. Sack 4~ los', Both' on a very slight dent., hoard, ... , ... , . -... -

Kind

Assorted
tins, No.2

Dry foods

r

Retarder

" I)"~'"~ . : 'I (

1
6%'x7~ '
wool-sack
chute
-l-shroud

'82"x82"
wool-sack
chute
'4-shroud

1

7' :ool-sack Iwale,
chute
-l-shroud -,

0.6

0.2

0.55

-,

Load
p"

Sq. Ft.

9

Load
Lbs,

26

30

8

I T'inu
on

Sec.

I 26 I48-

48

48

Area
R,

tarder

500

500

Drop
Ft.

;;;
00
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TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(Italics denote approved method)

I
Gu nny~ack Icas lant~;; 1"1 'Pkg. gas mantles turapped aroundlMantles OK
free mantles with several muslin sacks all in loose

tied .QIHln.V sackI I500

500 48 6 .13 0.7 7' wool-sack D. B. axes 6-J}S-lb. swamping axes in regular Load tore' away from
bos. Padded brtween and on tOl of hute : canvas webbing
i.its. GUl1I11' sack around bot/om. ~ead used for tie ripped; no
under bottom tied to end of handtes. lKood; load fell free. 5
All tied to wool-sack chult. axes OK; all bits OK and

sharp; 1 handle broke but
bit OK; box broken, but
did not open. This would
and fine even in a smaller

chute.

500 48 21 22 0.45 Wool-sack water 22 Ihs waterin hack pack can on wool- Can opened slightly along
(29) 0.60 chute sack chute lower back seam in bot-

tom and leaked some; not
a suitable shape for drop-
-iiue. Can had been drop-
ned before.

Drop
_ Area ·I!mc Load

Load

~ ..",0, Kind
Delcription of luppliea and bow packed Condition a~tcr landingRe tarde r m po<

Ft. Sq. Ft. Sec. Lb •. Sq. Ft.
'··500 48 12 0.25 'wool-sack \Vater 1 back pack can 7~ Ibs. with 12 lbs. Can and water OK(19Y,) (0.4 ) chute water in it. Can in original carton with

board in bottom inside.

500 13 23 6.5 0.5 45"x4S" Gas lantern 1 gas lantern in original carton only. Top of reservoir huck-
burlap Weight 6~ lbs. . led some but lantern OK.

" " chute Suggest: (Put gas lante1'n in wool- This would be. OK in
sack chute.) larger chute and with

bread pad under.
, ,

fii



500 48 12 2 Gunny sack Salt I carton salt ill small sack padded by Top of carton loosened
free large sacks wrapped Mound, all in some; salt OK.

gunlly sack,· no chute, but yellow
streamers.

500 48 25 13 0.27 Wool-sack Oranges U ,", of smotl, bar oranges ,. ,r1,,, oranges fell cut
chute 24"x4" box with c partition. Burlap igh up and were mashed;

tied 011 top box. Suspended fluJ Ii" all that stayed in box
wool-sack chute were OK; box OK. Sug-

gestion : Put loose board
. on top of box

500 48 25 23 0.5 Wool-sack Shovels ~ shovels tied in u bunch suspended All shovels OK. Slt~ges-

chute (tied in cue jJlarc ollly) at center of tion: Should be ab e to
gravity by /Willl' to wool-sack chute. handle 12 shovels, which
No wfllppi'lg. . would be about all the

dropper could manage.

500 48 25 . ? Wool-sack Saws, 6' r' saui,~.. W ,,~.oo bocrd on Saws OK '; boards OK.
chute each side, 2" wider on each side arid 4" Suggestion: Probably

lmlgtr. Bolts through handle holes and only I board on bottom
boards. lowered in bridle tied to ends needed .
and suspellded flat. CutJing edges in
rubber hose.

I Am Tim, ILoad
Load

Drop Retarder on poe
~ Sq. Ft. Sec. Lbs. Sq. Ft.

500 48 18 26 0.55

-. ...

Condition after landingDescr-ipt ion of supplies lind how packed

...._~.,~~..,.,q~~...'.-

21 cans all No.2 except 2 tomatoes No lAll OK; board OK
12~ cans. Total 26 lbs. Placed on a
board 18"xI8"xti". Board should be
17"xl7"xjlg".

1

2- 9-lb. sacks sugar in 50-lb. sackSI'AJI OK
each. all in gunny sack on wool-sack .
chute.

KindRetarder

voct-sack [Assorted
No.2 cans

IWOOI-saCk rUga,

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(Italics denote approved method)

0.3818I 25 I48500

8
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500 56 20 40 0.71 9O"x90" Water 11 yols. 'waler ;'1 3-gal. milk cal~ placed Water OK; can OK.
chute til rope harness in 9O"x90" chut-e. A

board 'lOOS cut to fit insidr alld flush
rt-tJh bottom flange of call.

500 48 20 14 0.3 Wool-sack Eggs 9 doz. £,ggs Placed ill half crate square Eggs OK; out of 108
(18) 0.38 chute box used for packing tggs Oil horses. eggs, 2 had small crack,

OrdiJJary separators used. Filled rest but none of these was
of box 01~ top with rags. I think I had leaking. Probably could
a bread pad underneath, have lowered the full

orate with eggs.

500 56 8 54 0.98 90"x90" Milk 1 case milk in regular cardboard box Chute did open but did
chute suspended flat. not spread out. This was

Note: Case probably caught too much too much weight for the
air. Possihly shrouds too short. We chute? Would require
lowered same weight later in single larger chute? I doz. calls
layer in smaller chute. in bottom opened. rest

dented. Cans in top layer
good. only 1 can dented.
Load fell very fast.

At" I rime 1- l---.:Oad ~I--I I IRetarder in thaJ per Rerardee Kind Descelprion of supplies and how packed Condition after landing:
Sq. Ft. ~ s. Sq. Ft.

. ,

1
2 Jbs. coffee in paper bag ill small bag'IPaper sack broke; coffee -
in gunny sack. OK

(Italics denote approved method)

!Gullny sack ICoffee
free

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

2I 11

500

500

500

Drop
Fl.

:0



Condition after landing

OK

1
0 K
1
0 K

1
0 K

/Chute with.6" hole OK.

!OK

-12 chutes tied to "sack:
OK.

1"11(

Deecriunon of euppties and how packed

14 cans mostly No. 2 in wool-sack
'chute, ill fiat Lox 12"xlS"x4". A loose:rhese two toads of cans
hoard 011 top, were thrown out sirnul
,-------'---------.-:-:c.-Itaneously; chutes opened
15 cans No.2 mostly, but including fine without interference;
some smalter cans and 1 small Log all OK Most of cans
Cabin and 1 No. 2~ tomato and 2 thrown ~ut before.
square l-Ib. chocolate cans placed on
side (with pressed lids) in flat box.
loose board on top.

IGravel in gunny sack

IGraveI in gunny sack

IGravel in gunny sack

r-;ravel in gunny sack

ICrave' in gunny sack

IGravel in gunny sack

IGravei in gunny sack

fGravel in gunny sack

Kind

Gravel

IGravel

jC'Jlfavei

r

!Assorted
cans

JGravel

)Gravel

IGravel

IGravel

~ssorledIans

r-

Retarder

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(Italics denote approved method)

'._' ,_' _,J... ,..:,~.-:..

Wool-sack
chute

lwool-sack
chute

Wool-sack
chute

[Wool-sack
jchute

IWool-sack
chute....

IWool-sack
chute

-I\VOOI-Sack
chute

Iw ool-sack
chute

I' Vool-sack
chute

IWool-Sack
chute

.80

0.8

1.0

0.7

1.1

1.2

0.4

1.2

0.4
0.48

I. 0.9

40

35

19

50

45

55

60

60

80

19
(23)

17

17

14

14

14

14

14

48

48

48

48

48

48

98

48

48

48

~1'Tm" I LoadRetarder in Load per
~ Sec. Lhs. Sq. Ft.--- ----

I500

500

500

500

500

Drop
Ft.

500

500

500

500

500

, ,
500 48 14 50 1.0 lwoo1-sack Gravel Gravel in gunny sack Chute with 6" hole cut in

chute top keeps Joad . from
; '. swinging, but is liable to

enlarge and fray after
use. On the whole does

J not seem worthwhile.
M' "

, .. ,
"'

, , , ,~ ,..... ~ ..

~



·_.k_

1
1 propane gas fllIIk luaded, hose dis-10K
cnnnected, Tied ill rope harvess.

I
G-men standard cookitlg olltfit PlaUdlKit OK; no dents; bread
011 a board 1uith a bread pad under. OK.

/6 men kit

I
Propane
vas tank

{Italics denote approved method)

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

I
w oot-saCk
chute

I
WOOIMsaCk
chute

n,li?

0.55

33

27

17

19

48

48

500

500

----
Dr op R:i~~~er

'J:~me Load
LOad

Condh ion after landing
Ft. m

Lbs.
po< Retarder Kind Description of supplies aud how packed

Sq. Ft. S~. Sq. Ft.

500 145 100 .73 3 wool-sack Gravel Gravel in gunny sack 3 chutes tied to sack: 1
chute opened a little after the

othe r two: OK

500 48 100 2.05 Wool-sack Gravel Gravel ill gunny sack 2 chutes in tandem. U p-
chute per one failed toopen and

unroll. 35 it felt at about
the same speed as' load.
Both chutes tied to sack
and separated by 25 £1.
-nnroximately : OK.

500 48 6 100 205 Wool-sack "iravel Gravel ill gunny sack 2 chutes in tandem. Up-
chute I per one again failed to

unroll and single chute

- brought load down OK.

500 ,8 17 37 076 Wool-sack Axes, D, B. 6 D. B, axes in regular hinged bO~l~\1I axes OK; all edges
chute Handles ti,'d lit top /Iud ropes around OK; !Jf'X OK except

"0110'" of I",.. lead 0111 01 lop illrid~r;n"e hen' a I;lll,.
tie-mnne. Padded be/'wem a"d on lop -

- 'f bifr.,

, ,
500 48 15 51 .98 Wool-sack Assorted H No.2 cans 'with a few tall No.1 OK; no dents whatever.

chute "Jo. 2 cans '/Iixc'd ill: assorted cans on a 22"x22"x
'~" board Oil bottom alld a loose 18"x
18"xli" board all top, Twill" ti"d
IlrOlI'IId the ralls./tl'W"nd flat.

§



Condition after landing'

olllLalllcrll OK ;.pad .. fell off.
Brcad OK.

......... ' ...._~

Descelptton or auppfiee aDd how packed

I-SO-lb. sack orpotatoes, roped across 4511)5. OK; Sibs. bruised
ends alld side. No board Nuder. Sack or cracked 'but usable.
sllspt'lided on side. Suggestion: A board un-

derneath would - keep
ropes from cutting into
lsack.

13 gals. uxuer in milk can. Board inqOK
Iside baltom flange. Total weight 321bs.

I
GUO/l»Y sack fuJI of handles tied aroundloK
dlla pushed out. 4 loads dumped at fire
camp,

I
\VOOI-SaCk IGaS-Iantern 11 g~~:J,j/lt£rti;/I origi"al car/on·srt
chute board and bread pad.

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

(I talics denote approved method)

0.22

I
1148

Drop n.fca Time I.uad
Load

Retarder' in po< Retarder ~ I~ndFt. Sq. Ft. Sec. I.bs. Sq. Ft.

500 48 19 32 0.65 Wool-sack Water
chute

200

I I I
25

I 'r IHue, handles

500 I 48 I 17 I 51 I 1.03 ;I\Voal-sack {l'otatoes
. chute

500

, , , , ,
500 48 16 33 0.67 Wool-sack rc". I sack··full of cabbage, cauliflower atid All vegetables OK. Board

chute egetables lettuce, each head in canvas bllg, all in on bottom would prevent
roped gunny sock lowered 011 side. any possibility 0(.. rope
:Vo board under. Suggntiml: Put let- cutting. into.Joad.
tuce so it wiLl be 011 top.

500 48 70 1.42 vaal-sack Water 17J1; lhs. water in each of 4 Osborne This load was sbapelea-
chute rubber bags, each in knapsack and.in rnd aIinle hard to han-

gunny sack. Each suspended from one dle. Sack opened and col-
free shroud, so one load at each corner lapsed ahe.rnately. 3 hags
of wool-sack as opened up. had holes III them, 2 near
Suggestion: This would probably have bottom valve .. 1 pK. If

.~. , been OK if each sack had been. tied sacks had been laid flat
c- dose to corner, leaving out shrouds probably OK, but 10 this

". , These caused yawing and swinging 0Thape could not handle
". 'ndividual .sacks collapsing retarder. them. Best way to .Iow~r

. 2 to 4 sacks on Side III

- gunny sack or box. .

-'R

r ' ~-, .. 4( ,. C-..-k!
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Ham
Bacon

(Italics denote approved method)

TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

All the following packages were dropped over dense woods. Trees about 100 .feet tall. Most loads had
streamers attached to chute and some had snubbing line hangingfrom bottom with and without weighJs.

16 1 k C 3 k f
. ft . h These all were watched

Woo -sac ans pac ages ~ ~ans In at boxes eac white falling, and landing
18 chute Potatoes package welg.hmg ifrom 16 to 20 lbs. place with reference to

2
205 atnd 1 sack With about 251bs. of pota- target (snag) noted. 011

oes, di d . h -B 12" 18" 4" ragram rna e m t e air.
oxes x x. .. These all fell within 50

3 loads had streamers about 30 ft ..or feet as mapped. All fell to
more long. the ground, except 1 load

.. . . which hung up to tree by

1

23 lbs. ill- sacks all in gunny st;Jck wool- chute about 15 to 20 ft.
sack chute. ... . . .. above ground and was

. .,. pulled down by throwing
', ; . t. ~ pilot line rope through

shrouds. Pilot line weight
caught on limb of another
one. It took 5 min. to find

500

.- _.

Drop Re~:~der
Time

Load
Load

In per Retarder Kind Ijeacrlption of supplies and how packet! Condition after landiuR'
Fl. Sq. Ft. Sec. Lbs. Sq. Ft.

500 48 9 0.19 Wool-sack water Z-}4-gal. tins filled with water. Square OK; tins had been thrown
chute cans. Placed on top of small board out before j slight dent in

and loose board on top. Suspended on one.
wnol sack.

500 r- in r'" f ns

'''' ""', euch • .n" sace, 'T'''~' test. '" canssacks tied together at top ami spaced had slight dent. 1 leaked
nny sacks (cooking) about 1 iooi : no chute. some. Wash basin in sin-

le sack OK. Same with
single Pulaski tool, with

. bit wrapped in 2 Jayers of
cavy canvas.

:c
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TABULATION OF DROPPING TESTS

3 boxes and 1 sack. None hung lip except one chute on lower branches from where it was easily pulled down by shrouds. Plumf line
caught another and load was hanging ill it ncar ground. Plumb line wilh 'Wt'iglit not so good. All these loads were found in a few
minutes and streamers helped considerably. All contents OK. Hamand bacon in sack.

4 boxes and boards. with canned goods weighing 20 to 30 lbs. with 150 ft. yellow streamer at/ached to each, Each in wool-sack chute,
Streamer sawed out by cutting bolt with bandsaw. Farmer picked up 3 loads and said that none hung up. The fourth load was never
found. but we suspected to a deadmoral certainty that this load landed squarely in the farmer's pantry. Loads OK

(Italics denote approved method)

3 boxes and 2 sacks. Took about 5 minutes to find packages. LOlld 1, guide line 110.t completely unravelled off stick. Better to wind it in
baft shape wi/hollt stick. Chute on top of bush load on ground. Load 2 hung lip one-third way up a tree. Guide line Iell on top of bush,
pulled the pack down by it. Load 3 chute and all caught near top of tree. where we had to climb up and get it. Streamer could be
plainly seen from. air on top of tree ..Load 4 on ground, Streamer 011 tree. I.oad 5 /rial load for ascertain;;19 'willd direction alld
strellgth for correctinq droppillg. Fell in oprll field. All contents OK. (JIl/'0/17 loads throwl't-, dowlI in the timber, ollly 1 was out 0/
reach from the grouwd. '_.

Area Time 100111 -
Drop R,- in Load per Retarder . "Kind Ill'sl'ripli"l1 uf sU!'IJlil"s and how packed Condition after landing-Ft: ra rder S~_ Lbs. Sq. Fl. •

J loads; it took 10 min: to
find the one hanging on
the limb, which had no, streamer. Streamers were
yellow and Quite effective,
All contents OK; all
boxes OK.

~
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FOREST SERVICE RADIOPHONE EQUIPMENT
A.GAEL SIMSON

Radio Enoincer, Rr:gjo,~ 6

Year by year the use of radio in .Iorest fire control g rovvs greater. Con
tinuous study and work by competent men connected with the Forest
Service Radio Laboratory in Portland. Oregon. has made available to .
the Service and to other forestry agencies a series of radio instruments
splendidly suited to our peculiar requirements. In this article they are
fully described. .

Following is a description of the short-wave radio equipment developed
by the Forest Service for use on the National Forests. The weight data are
for complete outfits ready to put in operation. and include batteries. The
high-frequency equipment may be built to operate on any frequency be
tween 2,000 and 20,000 kilocycles. although the Forest Service usually
operates in the vicinity of 3,000 kilocycles. The ultra-high frequency may
be built to operate on any frequency between 30 and SO megacycles (30.000

tu SO,OOO kilocy~les).

Requisitions for Forest Sen-ice radio equipment and correspondence
on technical matters should be addressed to: Regional Forester, Box 4137,

Portland, Oregon.

Type P Radio Unit

Transmits code (c. w.} only, but receives both voice and code. Its rated
working range is 20 miles. This set was primarily designed for smoke
chaser use in extremely rugged country, where the last word in portability
is essential. The complete unit weighs only about 9 pounds, but, because it
does not transmit voice, has only a limited use.

Type PF Radiophone

The type PF radiophone transmits and receives both voice and code. It
weighs about IS pounds, and has a rated working range of about 10 miles
on voice and 20 miles when code is used. The PF was designed primarily
for use by smokechasers and the like where reasonably compact and port
able voice cnmmunication is required. These sets are often carried by road
and trail crews, rangers, and other traveling forest officers, on fire trucks,
and in some instances are made a part of fire outfits of 2S-man size and

larger. !

I
i

\ PF Kitbox

The PF kitbox is a small chest containing heavier batteries than are reg
ularly furnished with the PF radiophone and a half-wave 'antenna for
semi-permanent installation. A compartment is also provided to house the
PF radiophone. The kitbox, batteries, and antenna, exclusive of the PF
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Type PF Radiophone
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Type PF Radiophone with kitbox
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radiophone, weighs about 35 pounds. The PF kitbox, togetl.er with the
I'F radiophone. were primarily designed to serve secondary lookouts
llookout firemen) .. small fire crews, and small construction or maintenance
news. In such lookout use the half-wave antenna is permanently installed
at the lookout and the PF radiophone plugged into the batteries contained
in the PF kitbox. Then, should the lookout need to take his radio set to a
lire, it is only necessary to unplug the PF kitbox battery cable, drop the
set into the .Pf" .radiopl one bag. which already contains batteries and a
short antenna, 'and he has a complete IS-pound voice set ready to go. An
tither illustration of the use of this equipment is the case of a small road
camp that had a PF set as the only means of co~munication. In camp they
used the permanently installed half-wave antenna and the kitbox batteries,
hut during bad fire-weather periods. when working some little distance
from camp. they carried the I5-pound radiophone outfit out on the job
each morning and set it up to keep contact with- the fire detection organ
ization during the day and brought the set into camp each evening after
work. where it was again hooked up for the evening and early morning
schedules. This saved holding. the men in camp during dangerous fire

weather.

Type SPF Radiophone

This unit employs the same transmitter as the PF. The receiver section
is entirely new. and is a sensitive S-tube superheterodyne which requires
less skin to operate than is necessary with the PF receiver. It can be
operated on the same batteries as the type PF. that is. with "portable" or
"kitbox" batteries. It is not recommended that "portable" batteries be used!
except in emerg-ency. as the battery drain is l!reater than on the PF. This
unit is suitable for "stand-by" operation with "kitbox" or heavy-duty bat
teries. as it has a built-in loudspeaker. Tbe SPF has a definitely greater
communication range than the PF. and is recommended to take the place
of the PF where back packing is unnecessary, or at most where it is lim
ited to short distances. The SPF. with ca-rvine baz and portable batteries.
weighs about 20 pormds. With kitbox and both "kitbox" and "portable"
batteries the weight is approximately 38 pounds. Tl-e SPF kitbox is similar
10 the PF kitbox, Unless otherwise specified. the C;PF will be furnished
with kitbox and semi-portahle batteries (Burgess No. 5308 or General No.
V-30-B. or equal) and with nortable hag and. accessories. but without
portable batteries. Tt-e type SPF is recommended for field use in prefer
ence to the types P or PF wherever the additional weight of the type SPF

is not objectionable.
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Type M Radiophone

The type M radiophone has been consolidated and simplified so that the
transmitter, receiver, and loudspeaker arc all built in one unit. It is a voice
and code transmitter-receiver. weighing about 125 pounds. The rated
working range is about 50 miles. The receiver is a h;ghly selective super
heterodyne. At present Hammerlund Comet Pro. USFS Model is being
used. The type 11 operates on a 11()..120 volt, 60 cycle A. C.-ordinary
commercial current-not on batteries or other direct current power. It
may be plugged into any light socket or outlet where alternating current
(A. C.) is available. Where 110-120 volt A. C. is 110t available, either of
the two portable generator units listed below may be used as a source of
power for the type M. The ).r radiophone has been especially designed
for communication with tle field from Supervisors' headquarters and cen
tral equipment depots, and fer use as a central communication station on
large project fires.

Type ~\[ sets may be expected to cause interference oyer a radius of sev
eral hundred miles, and should never be used except where lower powered
sets will not furnish. satisfactory ccmmunication. Where -:\'[ sets are used
they should be adjusted to emit the minimum power that will give satis

factory service.

Portable Generators

Two portable generator units are commercially available for use where
commercial A. C. electric current is not available, Each consists of a self
excited. self-regulated A. C. generator driven by a Briggs & Stratton gas
engine. which will supply current to operate the type M radiophone and
;l1iy ordinary A. C. receiver of the short-wave 0:- all-wave type. The 500
watt unit weizhs about 90 pounds and the lOO-watt unit weighs about lQ5
pounds, Tl-e 700-\\'att unit is recommended because of greater capacity

ami dependability.

Ultra-High Frequency Radio Equipment

Ultra-high frequencies (UHF) 'ha"e the limitation of being good only
over optical. or nearly optical ranges. For example, usually it is not pos
-.ble to communicate between two points when the optical path between
Ihe antennae at the respective stations is obstructed by a hill or mountain.
Out where it is possible to use VHF equipment it offers many advantages
over the ordinary short-wave radio. There is practically no fading or.
static: the equipment can be made quite light and ccmpact; the antenna is
short, being of the order of 15 feet; receiver battery drain is small enough
so that "stand-by" operation ofbattery receiversis possible. By using onc
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frequency for transmitting and another for receiving a pair of stations
may be operated "duplex,". that is, talk and receive simultaneously.

UHF lends itself admirably to linking up emergency lookouts with the
regular lookout system. It has also been used successfully for communica
tion nets on large project fires.

Two-way communication with moving vehicles is also possible .

UHF operation is still quite new. Almost daily new tubes, parts, and
technique are being developed. In order to keep step with this progress and
take advantage of new developments in circuits and parts. the Forest Ser
vice is making sweeping revisions in its ultra-high frequency equipment at
relatively frequent intervals. Therefore, the following description of
Forest Service UHF radiophones may be out of date shortly with respect
to equipment details, though the same general types herein listed will be
continued in a gradually improved form.

Type T Radiophone Teansmirtee-Receivee (UHF)

The type T radiophone transmits and receives voice only. It weighs
from 50 to 100 pounds, depending on the type of batteries used. Rated
working range is about 100 miles over optical paths. The set is designed
for stand-by operation. and has a built-in loudspeaker. With this set it is
possible to talk and receive simultaneously when working with another
type Tor U radiophone. Numerous battery combinations are available de
pending on the type of service. In ordering specify whether for long
period stand-by or intermittent service. If for intermittent service, a bat
tery box will be supplied to carry medium weight batteries. If long period
stand-by service is indicated, the set will be shipped without battery box
hut with battery diagram indicating proper connections for various types
of heavy batteries.

Due to the several battery combinations possible and the cost of shipping
batteries. the heavy duty batteries will not be supplied unless ,pecificall y

requested. Ordinarily they can be purchased locally. ,

Type S Radiophone Transceiver (UHF)

The type S radiophone transceiver transmits and receives VOIce only;
it weighs about 8 pounds. The rated working range is abct-t 30 miles over
optical potlu, Working with antennae close to the ground over level
ground the range may be reduced to no more than 3 or 4 miles. This set
will not work duplex, as the same circuit it used for both transmitting and
receiving. It has been used by srnokechascrs and by scouts and fire chiefs
on large fires. Its principal features are its portability and the quickness
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Type T Ultra High Frequency Radiophone
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Type U Ultra High Frequency Radiophone

Type S Portable Ultra High Frequency Radiophone complete with all accessories
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with which it may be put in operation. Type S sets have occasionally been
used for two-way communication with moving vehicles.

Type A Radiophone (UHF)

The type A radiophone has been especially designed to meet Forest Ser
vice requirements in airplane use. It can be installed in practically any type
of plane without special tools or mechanical skill; will communicate plane
to-ground over limited distances even in unshielded planes. Weight of
complete radiophone, including dynamotor but exclusive of storage bat
tery, is about 40 pounds; operates from a 6-vo!t storage battery or from
the storage batteries regularly incorporated in most airplanes.

The type A radiophone lends itself to automobile installation for two
way communication from moving vehicles under favorable topographic
conditions. Unless specifically requested, a storage battery will not be fur
nished 'with the unit, as it can best be purchcased locally.

Type U Radiophone

This is an A. C. operated ultra-high frequency radiophone transmitter
receiver especially intended for central station use, such as at central fire
dispatcher offices. The unit is 19 inches wide, 4 feet 9 inches high and 12
inches deep. The approximate shippirig"weight is 300 pounds. It has an
output of about 20 watts. No antenna is furnished with the unit, as the
antenna for each installation should be built at the location where the set
is to be used to conform to the physical limitations of the location. Wher
ever the outlying stations to be communicated with are all within one gen
era! direction from the U set (an arc of 180 degrees or less) directional or
"beam" antennae should be used.

The outstanding feature of this unit is its simplicity of operation. When
a call is received on the stand-by loudspeaker it is only necessary to pick
up the handset to answer. Lifting the handset automatically turns on the

transmitter.

The U set communicates with the types T. S. A and U radiophones and
works "duplex," that is, talks and receives simultaneously with the type

T and other U sets.

Radio Channels (Frequencies)

The first thing to be done by any agency contemplating the use of radio
is to determine whether or not a suitable radio channel is available. If such
a channel is available permission must be obtained to operate on it.

There are two closely related radio channel authorizing agencies: (a)
fhe Interdepartrnent Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), which' allocates
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Type A Ultra High Frequency Radiophone
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channels within the bands of frequencies set aside for Government use by
Executive Order; and (b) the Federal' Communication Commission
(FCC), which administers all non-federal Government radio communi
lion.

The Forest Service deals with the IR.\C. which is made up of repre
sentatives of the several Government departments, and not with the FCC.
Therefore, all Forest Service radio matters which ultimately must be
referred to the IRAC or FCC should be taken up with the appropriate
Regional Forester, who, in turn. will takethem up with the Chief. Forest
Service, if necessary, In no case should letters be addressed directly to the
Federal Communication Commission. Questions of purely technical nature
should bereferred directly to the Regional Forester, Portland, Oregon, by
the Regional Forester.

All non-federal Government agencies must obtain station licenses from
the Federal Communication Commission, Washington, D. C; before at
tempting to operate radio transmitting equipment. A separate construc
tion permit and a license is necessary for each radio transmitter, regard
less of how small or low-powered it may be. Each station must be oper
ated by or under the direction of a licensed radio operator. The operator
requirements' vary with the class of service and transmitter output power.
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HELD UNE PRODUCTION
I

THEODORE SHOEMAKER

Fire Control, Region I

Held line is the line on which successful work is done to stop the spread
of a forest fire. It may be the edge of a grass or brush fire which has
been "swatted" out or "cold trailed," a scraped ribbon of hare soil a few
feet {r-om the edge of the fire or a scraped or plowed line which, when
constructed, was f fty feet or more from the edge of the fire. Any por
tion of any .such line which is abandoned and replaced by relocated con
trol line becomes "lost line" and no longer counts as held line. When
fully thought through. fire suppression, a major division of fire control,
is found to have as its objective the production of held line. To start
such production quickly after the start of a fire and continue it effi
ciently until the fire is corralled is the heart of fire suppression-it is
fire suppression. Creative fire control thinking. after neglecting the rnan
agement of held line production for thirty years, is at last turning seri
ously to the problem. Any effort to get at the facts is can fronted not
only by the inherent complexity of the subject but also by the lack of
clarity and accuracy in records and-worst of all in the procedures
under which such facts are recorded in our fire reports. The author
opens up this problem and points out some of the elementary things
which must be done before we can even get a firm grasp of the facts.

Now that we have got around to start a study of held line production
and to make a special drive to increase the output, isn't it time we looked
at the formulas for computing it? Look at Form 929 on this point.

Isn't it quite within the range of probability that a variation of from
25 to 50 per cent exists right now just because of a difference in the way
different men are computing the rate of held line production?

In line 17 we are instructed to exclude "travel time" in determining the
"approximate number of man-hours ... to corral." What travel time? In
tine 19 the instructions say to "Exclude primary travel time," and "Include
all men on the fire-laborers, cooks, F. Oi's, etc.," in determining the out
put per man-hour. We might assume the interpretation would be the same
in both these cases. but probably it is not. If it is intended they should be
the san.e, why shouldn't it be made to read the same, or else cover it in the
"Explanatory Notes" at the bottom of the form? If interpreted the same,
the answer in line 19 could easily be found by dividing the difference be
tween chains built and chains lost (line 18) by the first item in line 17.
That is the logical way to do it, but is it the way it actually is done in all
eases? I doubt it very much.

Then there is the question of time used in mop up, prior to the time of
corral. We are not told either to include this or exclude it. Is there any as
surance that everybody is including it in arriving at the man-hour produc
tion rate? Again I doubt it. Indeed there may be good arguments for not

including it.
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\Yhat are we trying to get from these figures, anyway? Do we want a
measure of how much line .t~?se men build who are actually building" line,
or do we want to get a measure of the efficiency of the whole job, up to the
crucial point of corralling the fire? In the one case, we might be studying
the efficiency of the equipment in use. or of the equipment combined with
.le ability of the men directly in charge to organize and supervise actual
line building; or both of 'these combined with the character' of the labor
in lise on the fire (ERA or CCC as against hired fire fighters, or Spokane
lumberjacks against sidedoor Pullman tourists. etc.). In the latter case we
might be getting therri~~sure of the ability of the fire boss and the section
boss in disposition of men as between actual line building and camp duties,
or as between workers on the line and water carriers, or as between line
builders and line holders, or as between travel time from camp to the fire
.md the time actually engaged on the line.

As will readily be seen. these are entirely defensible reasons for varia
tions in any of these items; and when we put them all together it tends to
rob the figure of meaning because excellence in one feature of manage-.
rnent or the advantage of more favorable fuels, even within the same re
sistance class, may easily offset or obscure the effect of poor equipment or
unbalanced me of men tothe extent that a poorly managed job will look
like the best. Everyone knows the camp cannot be so close to the fire in one
case as in another. and that the proportion of man-hours on mop up, under
ihe best of manngement, will vary accordingly to the severity of weather,
1he slope, and the character :?f the fuels.

So what? Merely that we have in the output per man-hour only a very
general basis for comparison 3:5 between individual fires, forests, and
Regions. or as between this year and preceding years. but not a measure of
the efficiency of the equipment or the men or the overhead in actual line
construction.

.If we want this figure to stand for more than that, then we shall need
. 10 break the items down so they will 51:0\'" how many hours go into camp
work. into water carrying, .into travel between camp and the line, and into
holding line prior' to time of corral: If we are going to use it to compare
current output with that of previous years. we will have to take into ac
count the effect of heavier manning to meet first work period objectives,
for inevitably output per man will .drop as numbers engaged increase.:

T'do not know the answer to thesd questions. I do know that what we
.are after is the greatest output that can be attained; and I very strongly,
suspect that this will be approached through careful attention on each fire
to man-power distribution, to the quality of supervision and to tactics and
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technique, including elimination of useless work and choice of the equip
ment and methods best adapted to the condition involved. Output on fires
of comparable fuel resistance, and of equal numbers of men engaged will
increase as men in the overhead. through analysis of action plus actual
experience all fires under competent direction, learn where lost motion is
likely to occur and Low to prev~nt its occurrence. Here again I suspect the
place to tiIHI out what is holding down held line output is on the fires rather
than fr0111 the tigures on the reports, although the latter may be very valu
able as a means of measuring progress if they are obtained by clearly de
lined formulas.

3 ZK-..

Lookout Visibility Betterment and Bugs-Extract from a Region 5 Insect Control
Report. "Early in 1936 about ZOO ponderosa pine trees were cut all Folsam Peak
(Stanislaus National Forest) to improve visibility frem the lookout station. These
trees became so heavily loaded with bark beetles that it was decidedly advisable to
treat them. This was done with ER.-\ labor at a cost of about $512:' in addition to
the prior cost of felling.

If the cutting had been done to create trap trees. the bugs would probably have
k t them alone. But in this and other instances. clear-ing is not a finished job if
coniferous tree trunks are left. unpeelcd and unburned as happy homes for Mama
lJendroctcn i and the babies, or Marna Ips and their offspring.

Estimates and plans for jobs of felling patches of timber which obscure the view
may welt provide for cleaning up of material which otherwise may become the
starting point of a bad bug infestation, especially if the trees to be cut are conifers.
This clean-up process might require peeling and burning of bark or decking and
burning of timber which is not too large for such treatment. Cleaning up is also
usually uccdccl to prevent an unsightly mess.-E. E. Carter, Forest Service, Wash-
il/gfoll, D. C. .
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POWER.DRIVEN SAW
G. W. DUNCAN

Equipment E"gwca. key/ull I

Here is presented the story of the development and perto-mance of a
tcol which may go a .long way to displace slow and fatiguu.g hand and
back work. The comparative costs are remarkable and the speed-up of
the saw-crew work should have great appeal to fire bosses.

The first tests of power-driven sa\'(s in Region 1 were made~in 1934.
Results indicated that the "Wolf Portable Timber Sawins Machine" man-

h ,

ufactured by the Reed-Prentice Corporation. had greater possibilities for
Forest Service work than other gasoline or electric saws tried out. It was
determined that by making changes in the carburetor. oiling system, clutch
and the volume of air for cooling, tempering of teeth, and reducing the
weight, the machine would develop into an important unit for fire con
I rol and snag clearing.

During the winter of 1935 the following changes in construction were
made:

(1) Flywheel was cut to increase air draft over cylinders, and a sec
lion between each air-driving fin cut out to permit centrifugal force to
act, thereby increasing air draft. (2) Two 9-ounce pieces cut off of center
section of crankshaft to lighten it. (3) An aluminum carburetor installed
which cut the weight over two pounds and permitted finer adjustment.
(4) Entire lubricating system rebuilt to obtain even and positive oil dis
I ribution, (5) Valve and- ignition timing reset.

Tests were made durng the winter of 1935-1936. sawing 250 cords of
wood. Trouble with the carburetor and clutch continued, and as a result
the carburetor was changed and a new type clutch was developed.

Three Wolf saws were in use in Region I during the 1936 season. These
machines are equipped with 5 horsepower (at 1800 to 2400 r.p.m.).
4-cyc1e, air-cooled Reed-Prentice motors. The motor weighs 47 pounds;
the entire unit weighs 85 pounds. The new type hand-grip controlled
clutch, center balance handles for double cutting, oiling gun" crank case
oiling feature, reversible blade. and new type carburetor have greatly im
proved the efficiency and practicability of the machines. All of these
features have been developed by Mark Forrest. mechanical expert of
Region 1.

The first test in 1936 was made in Mayan the Columbia and Deschutes
National Forests in Region 6. The saw used was the Region 1 improved
model with new type clutch and a two-foot blade. Results were an aver
age of 2.8 cuts per minute in timber from .; to 11 inches in diameter.
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A regular sample fire line was cut during the test runs which varied in
width from four to eight feet. No peavy, pry pole, axe, hammer and
wedges, or other forms of tools were used during the test. Logs which .
pinched down on the saw were double cut. 'Each log was completely cut
i11 two before a cut was credited.

The test demonstrated the value of the saw with two-foot blade in small
timber. Some trouble was experienced which made adjustments necessary,
hut as Mark Forrest operated the saw, these were quickly overcome. This
test, however, gave rise to the question as to how efficient the machine
would be in the hands of inexperienced operators, and those witnessing
the test seemed doubtful that it could compete with an experienced saw
gang when working under adverse conditions and with inexperienced
operators.

Another test was conducted sawing fir trees, ranging from 4 to 6 feet.
which were felled with the 3-foot saw by the double-cutting method. The
largest tree measured 72 inches one way by 91 inches the other, and the
area of the top of the stump was approximately 40 square feet. Sawing
time was one hour" which indicated that the use of the 3-foot blade was
practicable and economical in large as well as in small timber.

Results of test up to januarv. 1936. showed clearly the value of the saw
ou forest work, but showed weaknesses as follows:

1. The engine would run only two or three hours when, because of poor
distribution of oil in the crank case. piston rods were burned out and
scored. This was overcome by installing a sight gauge to show if there
was oil in the crank case and placing a small pump on an auxiliary oil
tank to put oil in the case easily when the oil registered Iowan the gauge,
without stopping the engine. Also. suitable dips were installed on the
crank shaft to insure proper distribution of oil.

2. The carburetor was too sensitive and another type (Schebler
'{-GX-I) was put on. This carburetor is a little large, but by using a half
throttle it worked satisfactorily. At present another smaller carburetor is
being tried out wl-ich it is hoped will meet our needs.

-3. Spark plugs fouled easily. and pistons were drilled to allow excess

oil to drain back.
4. Mazneto became oil soaked and fouled the breaker points. More

efficient oil seals were installed. to overcome this.

5. Intake manifold leaked air and had to be rebuilt so the packing
::Ianos could be screwed down to exclude the air whi:h caused the engine.

to miss.
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I,; August the sa IV" was used on the Edna Creek Fire on the Flathead
National Forest and on the Colt Creek Fire on the Kootenai. On the Edn'a
Cre"ek- Fire the clearing gang left all logs oyer 4 'inches in diameter for the,
power saw. One saw doubled the speed of a 25-man crew clearing fire line
through heavy wind falls. The saws were. also used for. clearing trail be
tween camp and the fire line 'for men and pack. horses and on mop-up work
on burning logs and snags. They were more efficient on the front line
clearing, where there was more sawing <L1HI less moving than on mop-up
work, which .was scattered and required frequent moving. .

In September a test was made on the Flathead felling snags. An aver
age of 10 cuts per hour was made during actual sawing time in fire-killed
larch timber. '

l
I
i.

A check on six experienced average saw gangs over a period of several
days on the same work disclosed that the best that the top gang could ac
cornplish was 16 trees i!:1: an 8-hour day. or two cuts per hour.

This test on the Flathead revealed the fact that more improvements
must lie made on the clutch. since out of a possible 206 sawing hours, 67
hours, or 32 per cent of the time, was lost because of clutch trouble. At
first a copper disc was installed which worked satisfactorily for 10 or 12
hours and then developed slippage until the plate wore out. A certain
amount of slippage was necessary to give proper operation.. and it was
necessary to develop a disc that would give this slippage and yet would be
lasting. In August a representative of the Velvetouch Products Company
called at this office regarding clutch material for tractors. Our problem
was described and a sample of the clutch disc desired was sent to the fac
lory at Cleveland. A test clutch disc was made up by this Company. and
after five days' use 110 trouble had developed : the clutch was taken apart

and found to be in good condition.

The Flathead tests were started by Mark Forrest but turned over to
inexperienced men who have been develop~d into operators.

In October the saw was run for 111 hours, sawing timber aye raging 26
inches in diameter. much of the ttme on steep side hill, and in this time
no trouble at all was experienced. An average of 11.4 cuts were made per

hour.

The actual sawing' hours of the three \Volf saws operating- a 2-foot
blade in this Region. to October 30, 1936. are a, follows.

No.1 256 hours
No. 2 337 hours
No.3 210 hours
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Cross Cut
Saw Gang

0.01 (filing)
1.20

After this use the ~o~ors are in first-class condition, start easily.. and
\de"elop practically as much power as when firstput into-service. Theonly
trouble now experienced is with the ignition, because the wiring becomes
damaged by rough usage. This is a very minor problem, however, as the
wiring is inexpensive and easily replaced.. . .

No heating of motors is now experienced, because of the type of oil dips
developed on the crank shaft to distribute oil and the cutting away of sec
tions of flywheel. which increases the air draft over the cylinders. Also
because of the interrnitteut service required .0,£ a sa,~ motor, heating is
not a problem. It is not believed that this motor could be ~sed for pump
service wheFe:

1a
full, steady load is required. . . .

To illustrate.jhe possibilities for reduced costs and increased produc
tion on road construction, snag clearing, roadside cleanup, hazard reduc
rion.iaswell as on fire control, the following comparison of operating costs
of the \Volf power saw and a hand saw gang is shown below.

Operating. Costs Per J-!:o~r

Wolf
POWt'T Saw

Gasoline .. 2 pts. per hr. in heavy sawing. __ 0.10
Oil, I qt. per hr. for motor and saw ···· 0.04
Upkeep, saw chain (600 hours) 0.10

Clutch lining (200 hrs.) ···· 0.03
Miscellaneous 0.03

Operators (based on 6Oc. an hr.) 1.8~

Depreciation (est. life 2000 hrs. ) : 0.31
Depreciation (est. life 500 hrs.j.:., ..: ,,·_..... 0.01

TOTAL•........•....••..•.....•..•. :: ..•.• 2.4i 1.22
Averaze No. cuts per hour _. __ ..__ . ~_ ..10· 2
:\\"erage cost per cut in timber averaging 26 inches 0.25 0.61

The abov~ is believed to represent a conservative estimate of the sav
ings to be made over old methods by using 'the power saw. Even though·
the saving were only 50 per cent of the amount estimated.. however, it
would still represent a great saving' in clear.ng costs, to say nothing of the
time conserved, particularly on fire :1~t1e"construction, where speed is such

an important factor.
-r ,... ., . ,.

An ordinary cross cut saw has to be filed every day. The teeth on the
chain saw. need filing only every three 'days. The time required-to-file each

is about tl.e same.

Conclusions

1. Two radical changes !TI~lSt be made to obtain desirable efficiency or"
the power saw unit, namely, (a) sufficient horsepower to handle a, 4cfJo,t,
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blade for large timber, and (b) reduction of the width of the blade to re
duce the kerf cut by the saw.

(a) The present Reed-Prentice 4-cycle 5-horsepower engine has suffi
cient power to run satisfactorily a 2-foot saw with a ~-inch kerf, but is
not quite powerful enough for a 3-foot saw, and is entirely inadequate for
a 4-footlength. The use of the center balanced handles makes it possible,
however, to double cut large tree's, and by this method the 2-foot blade
will handle 'trees up to 54 inches in diameter, and the 3-foot blade will cut
trees up to 78 inches in diameter. The center balan~ed handles permit the
use of three additional inches of the saw. For this reason the use of the
4-foot blade is not advised at this stage of development of the saw because
the extra weight of the 4- foot blade makes it impossible to double cut, and
if double cutting is not possible, the 4-foot saw will not cut over a 4-foot
tree, while the 3-foot saw will handle a 6)/,-foot tree by double cutting.

(b) If a saw with a narrower kerf, say frr inch, is developed it prob
ably will be found that .the present Reed-Prentice 5-horsepower motor
will handle a longer saw. The Pacific Marine Supply Company is work
ing on the development of an inserted tooth chain to secure a narrower.
kerf.

(c) If a 4-foot blade is desired, and a 9-horsepower motor be needed
10 handle this length of blade, it will be necessary to go to a 2-cycle, air
rooled type in preference to the 4-cycle, as the former will be lighter per
developed horsepower.

(d) Because no manufacturer could promise definitely that a 2-cycle
air-cooled motor of 9 horsepower will be developed, the plan now is to
air cool a Pacific Marine Type Y 9-horsepower motor on the Northern
Pump at the engineering shop in Missoula and apply it to the saw. The
work will go forward at once. This hand-built model may not be satisfac
tory in all respects, but should prove its practicability. If it should prove
sufficiently promising, patterns and casts will be made with proper fast
cooling metal and an attempt made to interest some manufacturer in build
,ng them. If this motor can be air cooled on the pump, where a constant
load condition exists, it should easily handle the chain saw where the ser
vice required is intermittent.

2. Even at this stage of its development the saw can be utilized to much
greater extent on forest work. For this reason, it is recommended that
more of the 24-inch and 36-inch saws be put into operation for the fol
lowing reasons:

(a) If there were a greater demand, manufacturers would be more in
terested in developing the machine to conform to our needs. and the price
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would be lowered. if production 1were increased. At the present time it
lakes 10 weeks to get one of the Reed-Prentice models.

(b) I see a. real need for the saw on road construction where clearing
is to be done in advance of construction. which is the present policy of the
I~egion. If, as-indicated in the last test made on the Flathead, 3 men and
a Wolf saw working in 2D- 'to 3D-inch timber will do as much work as
11 sawyers in an 8-hour day and the cost per day for the saw 'crew is
$19.76 as against $.,3,68 fer the saw gangs. the saving in one month of 2S
working days will amount to $850.00.

These. of course. are estimated figures. but being entirely familiar with
clearing costs where the work is done in advance of construction and
camp equipment and subsistence supplies for large crews .. as well as hay
ami oats for the pack string, have to be packed in for long distances, I
believe these figures to be conservative.

Where work is done by CCC and ER.\ labor there is not so great an
argument in favor of the power saw other than to speed up the clearing
»n certain areas in order to complete the job within certain time limits.

By having a more varied use for the saws, more of them could be put
into service, and they could be concentrated for fire duty during the sum
mer and used on snag clearing and road clearing in the spring and fall.
More varied use would reduce the COSt by reducing the amount of depre
dation to be charged off because of obsolescence while they are not in use .

•I,
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COUNTY NEWSPAPER SUPPORT
FRED B. MERRILL

State Forester, MississiPPi

Seldom do we hear of a really new way to get the fire prevention mes
sage carried. This is one. These issues of the county newspapers carried
many columns of effective copy, and each advertisement, large and

.small, was highlighted with a forceful slogan. The printed word, from ~

local sources. carries weight. This ingenious method calls for vigorous
applicatioe" generally.

Low-paid stand-by crews and other fire control members of the. Mis
sissippi Forest Service personnel feel sometimes that the town people are
not interested in fire protection work. To offset this, the editor of every
county paper in 17 counties. containing 5,(X)(),(K)() acres of potential forest
land under protection through the State Forest Service, .was contacted by
the local county ranger, with the idea of getting ourspecial publicity dur
ing Mississippi Conservation Week, February 1-5, inclusive.

The Rangers expanded on the idea of town support for county forest
protection, and asked the editors for a list of their advertisers, and if they
would insert a forestry slogan free of charge in every advertisement. In
every case the insertion was granted, and the Ranger then approached
the advertisers with the same story, asking for increased or new advertis
ing space.

The result was that the Rangers brought the editors between $10 and
$200 worth of new advertising, and the special editions, when published,
contained so much forest fire prevention propaganda that any reader must
he impressed. The Rangers spent from one to six days on these special
editions.

It seems that the results have more than justified the expense, not only
through letting the protection personnel and county people know that the
towns were interested- in what they were doing. but in selling the various
editors, thus assuring better publicity for the regular new> releases.

':"
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EMERGENCY LANDING FIELD FLARES
c. S., CROCKER

Fire inspector,Region I

With the increasing useof airplanes for transportation of men and sup
plies comes the problem of night landings on remote fields. Last summer
Region 1 undertook a study of night lighting adapted to their peculiar
needs, and in this article describes practical selected equipment

. Demands for rapid control action on fires bring into play all modes of
travel. The faster the travel, the smaller the bill for the whole operation.

This supposition (if it may be called such) caused numerous landing
rields to be hi.tilt in those areas not readily accessible by ground travel.
r.xperience has taught even the confirmed landlubber the value of these
fields in making possible the quick delivery of shock troops to absorb the
overloads of fire work which frequently occur. Many potentially bad fires
have been nipped in the A stage by men whose stomachs were still revolv
ing to the rhythm of an airplane propeller. However, our air deliveries
cease when the sun sets, and we must lose one-third of the 24-hour day on
account of darkness.

After being balked by darkness several times. Region I started investi
gating the field of lighfng devices. We had 20 landing fields" all unusable
from 9:00 p. m. to 4:00 a. m. Calls for smokechasers usually reach head-.
quarters during the late evening, since most of the bad situations develop
during the afternoon. Waiting for daylight to dispatch the plane pre
dudes the possibility of control before the peak of the next morning period.
lVe need lighted fields in the forests-hence. our search for lights.

Electrical equipment was investigated but found too expensive for con
sideration, Carbide and gasoline flood lights were searched for, but noth
ing worthy of consideration was discovered.

Flares were studied and experiments made. Some designed for dropping
from planes are not suited to our use. They are fire starters. and are sub
ject to drift in strong winds. Furthermore. such flares cost $60 to $80
each. Our efforts were next pointed toward obtaining a ground flare. Some
of these proved inadequate in volume of light, some gave dull light which
exaggerated shadows. and others burned out too quickly. One proved sat
isfactory. It is a magnesium candle flare made by the Newmanlite Com
pany for emergency use on landing fields. It has a rated candle power of
7S.ooo to 80.000, and burns three minutes. It will adequately illuminate
an ordinary field, and also will light tip the surrounding country for a mile
sufficiently to eliminate the need for boundary lights.

Several landings have been .made with these flares. Best results are ob-
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rained by using large metal reflectors mounted on tripods which hold the
candle at least five feet above ground. This reflector serves a dual pur
pose. It focuses the light on the desired area, and it acts as a curtain to
prevent glare to the incoming pilot. The latter is important, since the light
is intensely bright and blinding to anyone facing it. (Its brightness is com
parable to that of 500 single-mantle gasoline lanterns.)

Two reflectors, stationed on opposite sides of the runway near: the end
from which the plane will land. are arranged so the beams of light will,
intersect at a point three-fourths of the way, down the runway. This min
imizes shadows made by weeds and other obstructions to light.

One Hare' is lighted and the attendant; recording the time of its start,
crosses to the second flare-. The pilot begins 'manoeuvering into position for

.his glide to the runway. The Hare attendant waits two minutes, then lights
the second Hare. The pilot now has one minute' in which to land with the
advantage of two flares. If he is late, he still has two minutes to go with
one flare.

-SatirfactoryIandings are made with only one flare. In using two, we
provide insurance ,-against a ~ailure in one candle and also eliminate the
shadow difficulty. It increased the period of illumination from three to five
minutes, That last minute" may be important.

It is necessary that a trench be built around the tripod. and as additional
precaution a shovel should be handy. These flares are most incendiary.

We are experimenting witl. acetylene and gas in an attempt to develop
a longer burning light.
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NATIONAL FOREST FIRE CONTROL COSTS
M. R. SCOTT

Cost Accountant, Forest Service. WtlShi,lgton, D. C.

Many sharp differences and trends are unveiled by this presentation of
comparative costs. There is material here for much interesting study.

.The tabulation below, computed by the Division of Fiscal Control, pre
sents the complete costs of fire control in the Forest Service by Regions
for the fiscal years 1934, 1935. and 1936. Subdivisional cost analysis of
the main activity is afforded by the breakdown into prevention, presup
pression, and suppression.

Prevention includes the cost of educational, admonitory, hazard reduc-
tion, and law enforcement work. .

Presuppression includes the cost of organization and allied expense up
to the point where action starts to suppress actual or reported fires:

Suppression includes the cost of suppressing actual fires; work in con
nection with false alarms: damage appraisal necessary for preparation of
tire reports, and reconditioning of fire tools and equipment after use in
suppression work.

The full cost of the va rious Forest Sen-ice activities was not available
until rl-e fiscal year 1934. when the present cost accounting system was put
into effect. Prior to that time the data included only the current year's ex
per-din-res for any given activity. Such expenditure figures alone do not
eive a true picture of the costs of an activity such as fire control.

The tabulation shows not only the direct expenditures but the "cost ad
justments." which are composed of seneral expense or burden properly
-harzeable to this particular activity. Cost adjustments include the follow
ing items:

(a) Maintenance of fire control improvements.

(b) Fire control's share of maintenance of general improvements: such
as ranger station improvements. roads, trails, telephone lines, etc.
Distribution is made on the basi, of hours of direct labor contrib
uted to the activity by Forest officers.

(c) Depreciation on fire control improvements.

(d) Depreciation on equipment used for benefit of fire control. The
amount is computed on basis of use applied at standard rates per
hour or mile for motorized and other large equipment. and or;' basis
of original cost of small tools and equipment applied.only at time
they are worn alit. broken, or tost.
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(e) Fire control's share of depreciation on general improvements, such r
as ranger station improvements .. roads, trails, telephone lines, etc.
Distribution is made to activities concerned on the basis of hours of
direct labor on such activities by Forest officers.

U) Value of Civilian Conservation Corps enrollee and similar labor
used on fire control work where such expenses are not paid from
allotments to the Forest Service. For the fiscal years concerned this
procednre applied in all cases, except Region 10 and Puerto Rico
in Region 8. The value was placed at $1.50 per effective man-day.
The following table shows the total amounts involved in such CCC
and related labor:

Region F. Y. 1934 F. Y. 1935 F. Y. 1936

1 $ 1,600.00 $275,721.09 $ 67,859.22
2 176,185.40 264,984.95 74,,974.50
3 1,434.88 12,339.25 11,172.60
4 40,385.90 39,029.25 56,338.91
5 482,650.23 407,608.04 335,390.03
6 23,504.34 95,973.02 254,255.42
7 58:,915.35 116,685.50 209,138.08
8 83,520.27 258,076.48 370,046.26
9 115,454.58 563,599.78 424,262.27

For readers unfamiliar with the geographic subdivision of the Forest
Service organization, the Regions are described herewith:

Region 1: Montana, northern Idaho, northeastern Washington, and
northwestern South Dakota.

Region 2: Colorado, western Oklahoma, Nebraska, Wyoming, and
South Dakota, except for northwestern portion.

Region 3: Arizona and New Mexico.
Region 4: Utah, southern Idaho, Nevada, and western Wyoming.

Region 5: California and southwestern Nevada.

Region 6: Oregon and Washington.
Region 7: Kentucky, Maine, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Ver

mont, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Region 8: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis
sippi, North Carolina, eastern Oklahoma, Puerto Rico,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas.

Region 9: Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
North Dakota, Ohio" and Wisconsin,

Region 10: Alaska.
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In computing the costs for Regions 1 to 6 and Region 10, the gross acre
:·~~ge is-the to.!al area within National Fore~t bou~~ries.

For Regions 7, t:i and 9, however, a different system was employed: For
,. the fiscal year 1934 the acreage consisted of the net National Forest area
:plns '~reas approved for purchase, For fiscal years 1935' and 1936 acreage

t;:.o.rtsisted of the total area within the established protection boundaries,

·In arriving at unit costs the following acreages were used:

Region F. Y. 1934 F. Y. 1935 F. Y.1936

I 26,560,286 26.651,296 26,759,309
2 21.214,607 21,200,646 21,618,845
3 22.017,681 21.999,988 21,998,101
4 30,783,865 30.862,188 31,04Q,653
J 24,210,342 24,210,502 24,210,956
6 26,914,005 27.041.094 27,710,474
7 2.555,547 3.183,314 4,722,199
8 5.451.017 10,760,017 10,827,735
9 4,276,675 9.835.430 19,794,082

10 21,396,933 21,397.082 21,396:,941

. TOTALS 185,380,958 197.141.557 210.088.295

The fiscal year 1934, covering the period July I, 1933, to June 30, 1934,
wcludes the summer fire season of 1933 and the spring season of 1934,
<luring both of which the fire situation was relatively favorable. The fiscal
year 1935, covering the period July I. 1934, to June 30, 1935, includes the
particularly difficult 1934 summer and fall fire season and the 1935 spring
season. The fiscal year 1936. covering the period July 1" 1935, to June 30,
1936, includes the relatively easy fire seasons in most Regions during the
summer and fall of 1935 and the spring of 1936. The spring season of
1936 was, neverthless, an unusually severe one in Regions 7,8, and 9,
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PORTABLE UGHT FOR NIGHT CREW WORK
H.REwING

Project Swpcrintcndewt, Superior National Forest

To meet the need for a light weight portable lighting system for fire line'
construction at night, the rig here described was developed at the Part
ridge River Camp.

The attached sketch gives most of the details of construction. A pointed
%-inch round iron rod is used as a standard. It is bent at the top at a right
angle.. flattened and a hole drilled. to take the support bolt of a Chevrolet
headlight. Washers and nuts are used to adjust firmness of this connec
tion and allow easy swing. The light has a ball socket which permits focus
ing of light up or down as needed. A metal covered insulated wire with

Portable electric light for night fire fighting

connection for light runs to tin battery box, which is large enough to hold
16 No.6 cells. These are wired in two sets of 8 each, and can be switched
from one set to the other whenever Doe set runs down. This avoids trouble
in field of rewiring in the dark or failure of light when needed most.
Socket connection to light can be removed when the light is to be moved
any distance. Battery box is carried complete in pack sack, while standard
and head lamp are carried in the hand. When continually moving, the bat-
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tery box is carried in pac~ sack connected to light.

In tests of this light on the Markham Fire for night work it was found
that one light could be used to advantage with a crew of 8 men on line
work. To take complete advantage of the limited light supply, a double
crew was used, one working for 15 minutes at top speed and resting while
the other crew took its turn. It was found that one set of 8 batteries lasted
from 6 to 8 hours.

The light is adaptable to any kind of firecrew organization as long as
it is not expected to cover too much territory. It is best suited to a small,
compact and well-organized crew moving along as a unit.
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INFORMAnON FOR CONTRIBUTORS

it is requested that all contrihutions be submitted in duplicate, typed
double space, and that no paragraphs be broken over to the next page.

The title of the article should be typed in capitals 'at top of first page.
and immediately underneath it should appear the author's name, position
and unit.

H there is any introductory or explanatory information it should not be
included in the body of the article. but stated in the letter of transmittal.

Illustrations, whether drawings or photographs, should have clear detail
and tell a story. Text for illustrations should be typed on strip of paper
and pasted on back of illustration. All diagrams should be drawn with the
type page proportions in mind, and lettered so as to reduce weil. In mailing
illustrations, place between cardboards held together with rubber bands.
Paper clips should' never be used.

The approximate position that illustrations bear to the printed text should
be indicated in the manuscript. This position is usually directly following
the first reference to the illustration.


